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Brand: Norbar Product Code: 120115.01

NORBAR 5R-N 1" ADJ IND TORQUE WRENCH
C/W 1" DRIVE

3/4" DRIVE SOLD SEPARATELY AS A SPARE PART NO. 12297 (see below for details)
OR SEE PART NO. 120115 FOR THE 3/1" VERSION OF THIS TORQUE WRENCH

The New 5R-N Industrial Torque Wrench comes standard with 1" Drive has been re-engineered to be more compactable with a split
feature allowing the torque wrench to be packed in two parts for the ease of transport. It features a 'Break Back' action providing an
unmistakable signal that can be seen and felt when the set torque is reached!

Please note the square drive can be pushed out easily and swapped to the opposite side so you can easily tighten nuts on vehicles
that are left hand thread - This is a great feature for our motorsport customers with left and right hand threads on opposite sides of
their vehicles.

The "Break-back" design shows a very clear indication of when you reach your desired set torque the wrench "breaks" in the centre
and this is particularly handy in noisy environments where you may not be able to easily hear the "click" sound normally associated
with reaching your set torque. (see video of the 4R Model with same principle).

FEATURES
* Easy to read scale is shielded from dust, dirt and spray
* Unique profiled cam and reaction plate - gives much clearer ' torque break point' reducing the possibility of over torquing
* Robust construction gives accurate results to ±4% even in arduous working conditions
* Easy to set accurately
* Can be split and packed in two parts for a smaller, easier to transport package
* Push-through ratchet allows two direction torquing
* Designed to be cost effectively serviced
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* New handle - more comfortable and guides operator's hand to correct position
* Supplied with a Declaration of Conformance, which meets the requirements of ISO 6789-1:2017

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
* Square Size: 1"
* Weight: 7.9 kg
* Ratchet Type: push-through
* Accuracy: +/- 4%
* Operates between: 300.0 - 1000.0 N·m; 200.0 - 750.0 lbf·ft

Attachments
Norbar 120115.01 Spare Parts List
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